
Dear Assembly,  

I would like to extend a warm welcome to the newest caucus members of SRA 
Kinesiology and SRA Social Sciences. This report will serve as an update from 
the Executive Board 17-11 meeting, reviewing the services that reported to us 
and any other significant discussions that occurred. Complete reports, minutes 
and other relevant documentation can be accessed on the Executive Board 
Documents page on the MSU website.  

Diversity Services - Lilian Obeng 

Usage of the service is approaching a maximum, with PACBIC commencing, the 
continuation of administering Anti-Oppressive Practice (AOP) Training, 
programming and the supervision of Bridges. The recent event, Video on Trail, 
had a successful turnout, and the service now has a full executive and volunteer 
team. Some concerns have been raised with the operation of Bridges, with 
regard to clubs that use the space not complying with the rules of the space. 
There will be an email sent out to clubs reiterating the rules, and the expectations 
of those who use the space will be made more clear on the booking page. Other 
challenges relate to responding to bigotry on campus and the amount of work 
expected of the director of Diversity Services in relation to PACBIC. Upcoming 
events include Stories for the Soul in early November, and the ‘A Culture is Not a 
Costume’ Campaign around Halloween.  

EFRT - Samantha Aung 

The annual hiring cycle has now come to a close with the successful hiring of 11  
new rookie responders who will begin to run full shifts by the end of October. 
Service usage in September was typical in comparison to previous years. There 
was an increase in calls responded over Homecoming weekend compared to 
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previous years, however the team suspects the increase may be due to the 
multiple evening concerts, and have no immediate concerns for campus safety 
because they were able to successfully accommodate the volume of calls. 
EFRT’s 35 Reunion Celebration is approaching, an event that will be held with a 
strong partnership between the alumni association and responders. Volunteer 
morale is high, as the senior responders will soon end their double shifts, their 
work load alleviated by the incoming rookie members. An overwhelming amount 
of applications for positions on the team will likely result in a change in the hiring 
process to make it more efficient in future years.  

FYC Coordinator - Hazra Chowdhury  

The 2017-2018 First Year Council has been elected and transitioned, and are 
now in the process of planning future events. A total of 28 first year students ran 
in the elections, and 7 of the positions were acclaimed. The collaboration with 
MSU Elections Department, Elections 1A03, has since received positive 
feedback from attendees, although there were suggestions to move the event 
into a larger space. New this year is introducing programming into the role of 
Residence Chairs as a project between FYC and Residence Life, where the 
Chairs will plan programming for second semester and for the beginning of the 
fall semester of 2018. An EB member told the coordinator to check the bylaw to 
ensure the continuation of programming into September is in accordance with it.  
Upcoming events include Jamfactor, an event being held in partnership with the 
Maroons where students can watch performances, showcase their art and 
participate in jam sessions, and the MSU Spark and FYC Formal in late 
November.  

Mac Bread Bin - Taylor Mertens 

The Food Collective Centre has been launched, with the first week used to feel 
comfortable within the space and realize what has to be improved within the 
space for those who use the space. Orders of the Good Food Box have 
increased and received a 100% pick-up rate (resulting in zero food waste), partly 
due to a strong promotional strategy. Additions to this aspect of the service are to 
be expected with the expansion into delivery. 38 volunteers have been 
successfully trained and have begun working with the service. Future events 
include cooking classes, a cooking session collaboration with MSU Spark, and 
Trick or Eat. Mac Bread Bin will also launch their Instagam with a contest on 
November 1st.  

Mac Farmstand - Shailee Siddhpuria 

The service is nearing the end of its season, but has had a busy end to the 
season. Local Food Fest went very well, engaging thousands of students. More 
food has been ordered with each passing week due to an increasing number of 
students using the service. A promotional recipe video was filmed as the last 



recipe video for the year, and will be released shortly. With leftover pumpkins 
from Local Food Fest, Farmstand is giving away pumpkins to customers that 
make a purchase exceeding $5.00, until quantities last. 

WGEN - Padmaja Sreeram 

The hiring of volunteers for Safe(r) Space and Events Committee was done using 
a new, more efficient interview design that tests both one-on-one and group 
facilitation skills. All volunteers and executives are trained in AOP, Peer Support 
and Special Topics (including Sex, Gender, Mental Illness and Crisis Intervention) 
and the now space is open and operational, seeing exceptionally high service 
usage. The TRRA and coordinator are in communication to look at the possibility 
of additional training for volunteers to gain and practice skills. One-on-one peer 
support bookings are now available, making the service more accessible to 
students. The coordinator helped plan and execute a Sexual Violence strategy 
with Meaghan Ross and Trish Roberts for both Homecoming concerts. 
Volunteers were present both concert nights of Homecoming to provide support 
for concert goers and volunteers. Challenges include a dissatisfaction around 
WW Sexual Violence Response and Prevention programming and a lack of 
completion of intake forms for volunteers. Upcoming events include Spooptacular 
movie event, Black and Gendered working group, and a peer support group for 
survivors of domestic violence, intimate partner violence, and gender-based 
violence. 

More details on the above can be found at msumcmaster.ca/eb. I can also 
answer any questions you may have to the best of my ability.

Sincerely, 

Lauren Arnold 
Executive Board Member & SRA Social Sciences  
McMaster Students Union 
arnoll3@mcmaster.ca 


